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Supplies Needed: 
Various scraps – I used chenille, flannel and  
muslin 
Mark B Gone pen, pencil 
Scraps orange woolfelt 
Peppercorns 
Glue 
Blush 
4” rusty snowflake, www.rustytin.com  
4” piece of rusty wire, wire cutters 
Instant coffee, hot water 
Thread and needle 
 
Instructions: 
Begin by printing the pattern pieces onto cardstock to create a template; cut on the lines.  
 
Trace the pattern onto doubled fabric – as many ornies as you wish to create.  For my 
samples, I used chenille, flannel, and muslin – you can use so many different types of fabrics 
to create a cute snowman ornie!  Sew on the traced line, all the way around.  Cut out 1/4 inch 
away from sewing line; cut a slit through a single layer of fabric and turn right side out 
(RSO).   Stuff firmly and whipstitch the opening closed. 
 
Prepare your coffee mix: I used 1 cup of boiling water to 2 cups of instant coffee; you can 
dilute (for a lighter mix) or add coffee (for a darker mix).  Paint them with the coffee mix and 
let air dry – you can also bake in the oven or dry in front of a fan. Please use caution if oven-
drying. 
 
When dry, glue the ornie head onto the center of the rusty snowflake.  Take a piece of 4” or 
so rusty wire and thread the ends into the holes to create a hanger.  I used my fingers to wrap 
it around a few times to secure. 
 
Cut the nose from orange woolfelt, glue in place.  Glue 2 peppercorns for eyes and blush 
cheeks.  All done! 
 
Feel free to make these for your shows, website, eBay, etc. but please do give me credit as 
Homespun from the Heart.  Thank you! 

http://www.rustytin.com/
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